In this paper, we use the information redundancy in multilingual input to correct errors in machine translation and thus improve the quality of multilingual summaries. We consider the case of multidocument summarization, where the input documents are in Arabic, and the output summary is in English. Typically, information that makes it to a summary appears in many different lexical-syntactic forms in the input documents. Further, the use of multiple machine translation systems provides yet more redundancy, yielding different ways to realize that information in English. We demonstrate how errors in the machine translations of the input Arabic documents can be corrected by identifying and generating from such redundancy, focusing on noun phrases.
Introduction
Multilingual summarization is a relatively nascent research area which has, to date, been addressed through adaptation of existing extractive English document summarizers. Some systems (e.g. SUM-MARIST (Hovy and Lin, 1999) ) extract sentences from documents in a variety of languages, and translate the resulting summary. Other systems (e.g. Newsblaster (Blair-Goldensohn et al., 2004) ) perform translation before sentence extraction. Readability is a major issue for these extractive systems. The output of machine translation software is usually errorful, especially so for language pairs such as Chinese or Arabic and English. The ungrammaticality and inappropriate word choices resulting from the use of MT systems leads to machine summaries that are difficult to read.
Multi-document summarization, however, has information available that was not available during the translation process and which can be used to improve summary quality. A multi-document summarizer is given a set of documents on the same event or topic. This set provides redundancy; for example, each document may refer to the same entity, sometimes in different ways. It is possible that by examining many translations of references to the same entity, a system can gather enough accurate information to improve the translated reference in the summary. Further, as a summary is short and serves as a surrogate for a large set of documents, it is worth investing more resources in its translation; readable summaries can help end users decide which documents they want to spend time deciphering.
Current extractive approaches to summarization are limited in the extent to which they address quality issues when the input is noisy. Some new systems attempt substituting sentences or clauses in the summary with similar text from extraneous but topic related English documents (Blair-Goldensohn et al., 2004) . This improves readability, but can only be used in limited circumstances, in order to avoid substituting an English sentence that is not faithful to the original. Evans and McKeown (2005) consider the task of summarizing a mixed data set that contains both English and Arabic news reports. Their approach is to separately summarize information that is contained in only English reports, only Arabic reports, and in both. While the only-English and in-both information can be summarized by selecting text from English reports, the summaries of only-Arabic suffer from the same readability issues.
In this paper, we use principles from information theory (Shannon, 1948) to address the issue of readability in multilingual summarization. We take as input, multiple machine translations into English of a cluster of news reports in Arabic. This input is characterized by high levels of linguistic noise and by high levels of information redundancy (multiple documents on the same or related topics and multiple translations into English). Our aim is to use automatically acquired knowledge about the English language in conjunction with the information redundancy to perform error correction on the MT. The main benefit of our approach is to make machine summaries of errorful input easier to read and comprehend for end-users. We focus on noun phrases in this paper. The amount of error correction possible depends on the amount of redundancy in the input and the depth of knowledge about English that we can utilize. We begin by tackling the problem of generating references to people in English summaries of Arabic texts (¢ 2). This special case involves large amounts of redundancy and allows for relatively deep English language modeling, resulting in good error correction. We extend our approach to arbitrary NPs in ¢ 3 . The evaluation emphasis in multi-document summarization has been on evaluating content (not readability), using manual as well as automatic (Lin and Hovy, 2003) methods. We evaluate readability of the generated noun phrases by computing precision, recall and fmeasure of the generated version compared to multiple human models of the same reference, computing these metrics on n-grams. Our results show that our system performs significantly better on precision over two baselines (most frequent initial reference and randomly chosen initial reference). Precision is the most important of these measures as it is important to have a correct reference, even if we don't retain all of the words used in the human models.
References to people

Data
We used data from the DUC 2004 Multilingual summarization task. The Document Understanding Conference (http://duc.nist.gov) has been run annually since 2001 and is the biggest summarization evaluation effort, with participants from all over the world. In 2004, for the first time, there was a multilingual multi-document summarization task. There were 25 sets to be summarized. For each set consisting of 10 Arabic news reports, the participants were provided with 2 different machine translations into English (using translation software from ISI and IBM). The data provided under DUC includes 4 human summaries for each set for evaluation purposes; the human summarizers were provided a human translation into English of each of the Arabic New reports, and did not have to read the MT output that the machine summarizers took as input.
Task definition
An analysis of premodification in initial references to people in DUC human summaries for the monolingual task from [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] showed that 71% of premodifying words were either title or role words (eg. Prime Minister, Physicist or Dr.) or temporal role modifying adjectives such as former or designate. Country, state, location or organization names constituted 22% of premodifying words. All other kinds of premodifying words, such as moderate or loyal constitute only 7%. Thus, assuming the same pattern in human summaries for the multilingual task (cf. section 2.6 on evaluation), our task for each person referred to in a document set is to:
1. Collect all references to the person in both translations of each document in the set. 2. Identify the correct roles (including temporal modification) and affiliations for that person, filtering any noise. 3. Generate a reference using the above attributes and the person's name.
Automatic semantic tagging
As the task definition above suggests, our approach is to identify particular semantic attributes for a person, and generate a reference formally from this semantic input. Our analysis of human summaries tells us that the semantic attributes we need to identify are role, organization, country, state, location and temporal modifier. In addition, we also need to identify the person name. We used BBN's IDENTIFINDER (Bikel et al., 1999) to mark up person names, organizations and locations. We marked up countries and (American) states using a list obtained from the CIA factsheet 1 .
To mark up roles, we used a list derived from WordNet (Miller et al., 1993) (Grover et al., 2000) , and combined NP of NP sequences into one complex noun phrase. An example of the output of our semantic tagging module on a portion of machine translated text follows: 
Our principle data structure for this experiment is the attribute value matrix (AVM). For example, we create the following AVM for the reference to Nizar Hamdoon in the tagged example above:
Note that we store the relative positions (arg 1 and arg 2) of the country and organization attributes. This information is used both for error reduction and for generation as detailed below. We also replace adjectival country attributes with the country name, using the correspondence in the CIA factsheet.
Identifying redundancy and filtering noise
We perform coreference by comparing AVMs. Because of the noise present in MT (For example, words might be missing, or proper names might be spelled differently by different MT systems), simple name comparison is not sufficient. We form a coreference link between two AVMs if:
1. The last name and (if present) the first name match.
OR, if the role, country, organization and time attributes
are the same.
The assumption is that in a document set to be summarized (which consists of related news reports), references to people with the same affiliation and role are likely to be references to the same person, even if the names do not match due to spelling errors. Thus we form one AVM for each person, by combining AVMs. For Nizar Hamdoon, to whom there is only one reference in the set (and thus two MT versions), we obtain the AVM:
where the numbers in brackets represents the counts of this value across all references. The arg values now represent the most frequent ordering of these organizations and countries in the input references. As an example of a combined AVM for a person with a lot of references, consider:
This example displays common problems when generating a reference. Zeroual has two affiliationsLeader of the Renovation Party, and Algerian President. There is additional noise -the values AFP and former are most likely errors. As none of the organization or country values occur in the same reference, all are marked arg1; no relative ordering statistics are derivable from the input. For an example demonstrating noise in spelling, consider:
v x w w w w w w w y Our approach to removing noise is to:
1. Select the most frequent name with more than one word (this is the most likely full name). 2. Select the most frequent role. 3. Prune the AVM of values that occur with a frequency below an empirically determined threshold.
Thus we obtain the following AVMs for the three examples above:
This is the input semantics for our generation module described in the next section.
Generating references from AVMs
In order to generate a reference from the words in an AVM, we need knowledge about syntax. The syntactic frame of a reference to a person is determined by the role. Our approach is to automatically acquire these frames from a corpus of English text. We used the Reuters News corpus for extracting frames. We performed the semantic analysis of the corpus, as in These frames provide us with the required syntactic information to generate from, including word order and choice of preposition. We select the most probable frame that matches the semantic attributes in the AVM. We also use a default set of frames shown below for instances where no automatically acquired frames exist:
If no frame matches, organizations, countries and locations are dropped one by one in decreasing order of argument number, until a matching frame is found. After a frame is selected, any prenominal temporal adjectives in the AVM are inserted to the left of the frame, and any postnominal temporal adjectives are inserted to the immediate right of the role in the frame. Country names that are not objects of a preposition are replaced by their adjectival forms (using the correspondences in the CIA factsheet). For the AVMs above, our generation module produces the following referring expressions: 
Evaluation
To evaluate the referring expressions generated by our program, we used the manual translation of each document provided by DUC. The drawback of using a summarization corpus is that only one human translation is provided for each document, while multiple model references are required for automatic evaluation. We created multiple model references by using the initial references to a person in the manual translation of each input document in the set in which that person was referenced. We calculated unigram, bigram, trigram and fourgram precision, recall and f-measure for our generated references evaluated against multiple models from the manual translations. To illustrate the scoring, consider evaluating a generated phrase (one out of two bigrams in generated phrase occurs in the model set), bigram recall is g x x g g (two out of 7 bigrams in the models occurs in the generated phrase) and f-measure ( 3 x } ©
) is x x g . For fourgrams, P, R and F are zero, as there is a fourgram in the models, but none in the generated NP.
We used 6 document sets from DUC'04 for development purposes and present the average P, R and F for the remaining 18 sets in Table 1 . There were 210 generated references in the 18 testing sets. The table also shows the popular BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and NIST 2 MT metrics. We also provide two baselines -most frequent initial reference to the person in the input (Base1) and a randomly selected initial reference to the person (Base2). As Table 1 shows, Base1 performs better than random selection. This Table 1 : Evaluation of generated reference is intuitive as it also uses redundancy to correct errors, at the level of phrases rather than words. The generation module outperforms both baselines, particularly on precision -which for unigrams gives an indication of the correctness of lexical choice, and for higher ngrams gives an indication of grammaticality. The unigram recall of x } g indicates that we are not losing too much information at the noise filtering stage. Note that we expect a low ¥ § ¦ S for our approach, as we only generate particular attributes that are important for a summary. The important measure is
© ª ¦ '
, on which we do well. This is also reflected in the high scores on BLEU and NIST.
It is instructive to see how these numbers vary as the amount of redundancy increases. Information theory tells us that information should be more recoverable with greater redundancy. Figure 1 plots f-measure against the minimum amount of redundancy. In other words, the value at X=3 gives the f-measure averaged over all people who were mentioned at least thrice in the input. Thus X=1 includes all examples and is the same as Table 1. As the graphs show, the quality of the generated reference improves appreciably when there are at least 5 references to the person in the input. This is a convenient result for summarization because people who are mentioned more frequently in the input are more likely to be mentioned in the summary. Fourgrams KEY -Generated ---Base1 --------Base2 Figure 1 : Improvement in F-measure for n-grams in output with increased redundancy in input.
Advantages over using extraneous sources
Our approach performs noise reduction and generates a reference from information extracted from the machine translations. Information about a person can be obtained in other ways; for example, from a database, or by collecting references to the person from extraneous English-language reports. There are two drawbacks to using extraneous sources:
1. People usually have multiple possible roles and affiliations, so descriptions obtained from an external source might not be appropriate in the current context.
2. Selecting descriptions from external sources can change perspective -one country's terrorist is another country's freedom fighter.
In contrast, our approach generates references that are appropriate and reflect the perspectives expressed in the source.
Generating:
The semantics for an arbitrary noun phrase cannot be defined sufficiently for formal generation; hence our approach is to select the most plausible of the coreferring NPs according to an inferred language model. When sufficient redundancy exists, it is likely that there is at least one option that is superior to most.
Interestingly, the nature of multi-document summarization allows us to perform these two hard tasks. We follow the same theoretical framework (identify redundancy, and then generate from this), but the techniques we use are necessarily different.
Alignment of NPs across translations
We used the BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al., 1997) for aligning noun phrases between two translations of the same Arabic sentence. We obtained the best results when each translation was analyzed for noun chunks, and the alignment operation was performed over sequences of words and « NP¬ and « /NP¬ tags. BLAST is an efficient alignment algorithm that assumes that words in the two sentences are roughly in the same order from a global perspective. As neither of the MT systems used performs much clause or phrase reorganization, this assumption is not a problem for our task. An example of two aligned sentences is shown in figure 2 . We then extract coreferring noun phrases by selecting the text between aligned 
Alignment of NPs across documents
This task integrates well with the clustering approach to multi-document summarization (Barzilay, 2003) , where sentences in the input documents are first clustered according to their similarity, and then one sentence is generated from each cluster. This clustering approach basically does at the level of sentences what we are attempting at the level of noun phrases. After clustering, all sentences within a cluster should represent similar information. Thus, similar noun phrases in sentences within a cluster are likely to refer to the same entities. We do noun phrase coreference by identifying lexically similar noun phrases within a cluster. We use SimFinder (Hatzivassiloglou et al., 1999) for sentence clustering and the f-measure for word overlap to compare noun phrases. We set a threshold for deciding coreference by experimenting on the 6 development sets (cf. ¢ 2 .6)-the most accurate coreference occurred with a threshold of f=0.6 and a constraint that the two noun phrases must have at least 2 words in common that were neither determiners nor prepositions. For the reference to the UN Special Commission in figure 2 , we obtained the following choices from alignments and coreference across translations and documents within a sentence cluster: Larger sentence clusters represent information that is repeated more often across input documents; hence the size of a cluster is indicative of the importance of that information, and the summary is composed by considering each sentence cluster in decreasing order of size and generating one sentence from it. From our perspective of fixing errors in noun phrases, there is likely to be more redundancy in a large cluster; hence this approach is likely to work better within clusters that are important for generating the summary.
Generation of noun phrases
As mentioned earlier, formal generation from a set of coreferring noun phrases is impractical due to the unrestricted nature of the underlying semantics. We thus focus on selecting the best of the possible options -the option with the least garbled word order; for example, selecting 1) from the following:
1. the malicious campaigns in some Western media 2. the campaigns tendentious in some of the media Western European
The basic insight that we utilize is -when two words in a NP occur together in the original documents more often than they should by chance, it is likely they really should occur together in the generated NP. Our approach therefore consists of identifying collocations of length two. Let the number of words in the input documents be . For each . The natural way to determine how dependent the distributions of ® andā re is to calculate their mutual information (Church and Hanks, 1991) :
If the occurrences of ® and¯were completely independent of each other, we would expect the maximum likelihood probability
. Thus mutual information is zero when ® and¯are independent, and positive otherwise. The greater the value of
, the more likely that°® » 9 ± is a collocation. Returning to our problem of selecting the best NP from a set of coreferring NPs, we compute a score for each NP (consisting of the string of words
) by averaging the mutual information for each bigram: 
Automatic Evaluation
Our approach to evaluation is similar to that for evaluating references to people. For each collection of coreferring NPs, we identified the corresponding model NPs from the manual translations of the input documents by using the BLAST algorithm for word alignment between the MT sentences and the corresponding manually translated sentence. We again provide two baselines -most frequent NP in the set (Base1) and a randomly selected NP from the set (Base2). The numbers in Table 2 are lower than those in Table 1 . This is because generating references to people is a more restricted problem -there is less error in MT output, and a formal generation module is employed for error reduction. In the case of arbitrary NPs, we only select between the available options. However, the information theoretic approach gives significant improvement for the arbitrary NP case as well, particularly for precision, which is an indicator of grammaticality.
Manual Evaluation
To evaluate how much impact the rewrites have on summaries, we ran our summarizer on the 18 test sets, and manually evaluated the selected sentences and their rewritten versions for accuracy and fluency. There were 118 sentences, out of which 94 had at least one modification after the rewrite process. We selected 50 of these 94 sentences at random and asked 2 human judges to rate each sentence and its rewritten form on a scale of 1-5 for accuracy and fluency 3 . We used 4 human judges, each judging 25 sentence pairs. The original and rewritten sentences were presented in random order, so judges did not know which sentences were rewritten. Fluency judgments were made before seeing the human translated sentence, and accuracy judgments were made by comparing with the human translation. The average scores before and after rewrite were % and x g respectively for fluency and % g and t Õ
respectively for accuracy. Thus the rewrite operations increases both scores by around 0.2.
Conclusions and future work
We have demonstrated how the information redundancy in the multilingual multi-document summarization task can be used to reduce MT errors. We do not use any related English news reports for substituting text; hence our approach is not likely to change the perspectives expressed in the original Arabic news to those expressed in English news reports. Further, our approach does not perform any corrections specific to any particular MT system. Thus the techniques described in this paper will remain relevant even with future improvements in MT technology, and will be redundant only when MT is perfect. We have used the Arabic-English data from DUC'04 for this paper, but our approach is equally applicable to other language pairs. Further, our techniques integrate easily with the sentence clustering approach to multi-document summarization -sentence clustering allows us to reliably identify noun phrases that corefer across documents.
In this paper we have considered the case of noun phrases. In the future, we plan to consider other types of constituents, such as correcting errors in verb groups, and in the argument structure of verbs. This will result in a more generative and less ex-3 We followed the DARPA/LDC guidelines from http:// ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/TIDES/Translation/TranAssessSpec.pdf. For fluency, the scale was 5:Flawless, 4:Good, 3:Non-native, 2:Disfluent, 1:Incomprehensible.
The accuracy scale for information covered (comparing with human translation) was 5:All, 4:Most, 3:Much, 2:Little, 1:None.
tractive approach to summarization -indeed the case for generative approaches to summarization is more convincing when the input is noisy.
